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Daintree Discovery Centre’s 
Online Plan
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Daintree Discovery Centre needed to update 
their aging website. They wanted to bring control 
of their website into the hands of their marketing 
department thus, reducing the time it takes 
getting fresh and relevant DDC content online. DDC’s Requirements

Daintree Discovery Centre requires a dynamic web-
site where administrators can make changes and 
publish content online, in front of their customers- 
fast. They need the ability to self-manage stories and 
media displayed through the site, without having to 
deal with a website developer for minor changes. 

With various day-to-day marketing responsibilities, 
Daintree Discovery Centre requires a convenient 
solution that will be simple, intuitive and reliable. 

The main criteria for DDC’s online plan include:

compatibility between mobile and desktop 
browsers, streamlining management of the 
website
promotion of the Daintree as a ‘must do’ 
destination in the Cape Tribulation region
tools enabling online and offline partners 
to connect with the site and manage their 
images, videos and other media
self-management
convenience

Figure 1. Main criteria of DDC’s online strategy.
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Open Source Software 
Provided The Foundation 
For DDC’s Website
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WordPress was chosen as the foundation to 
Daintree Discovery Centre’s website. This open 
source platform is freely available on the Internet. 
It provides a very powerful Content Management 
System (CMS) which is very intuitive to use. 
Wordpress maintains an active developer community 
and support is widely available. 
By using WordPress as the foundation, DDC could 
focus resources on their requirements and not on the 
development/coding aspects of their website. This 
allowed DDC to create something customer’s would 
find visually spectacular. It’s the images, stories and 
design that customer’s notice on the website, not the 
HTML code running in the background.
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Mobile

Convenient

Promotion of Daintree

WordPress’s content management 
system allows DDC’s marketing 
department to manage the media, 
stories and content displayed on their 
website. DDC can change images or 
text by logging in and editing these 
themselves through the intuitive user 
interface. No need for constant
developer support.

Different staff members can log in with 
their accounts and edit pages relevant 
to their department whenever and 
whenever they choose.
They can conveniently make changes 
to content on all pages eliminating 
outdated information. 

A fully responsive theme was 
designed that automatically adjusted 
the website’s layout depending on the 
device used to view it. This allows for 
one website that can be displayed on  
many devices

Because resources were focused on 
theme and design, DDC could invest 
in producing amazing images that 
represented the centre, Daintree and 
the region as a destination. Time and 
money was better spent creating 
images that could be used to sell DDC 
to the world, rather than on backend 
website development. 



Narnoo + WordPress = Tourism Industry Connect

Narnoo’s WordPress plugin integrates the power and resources 
of Narnoo straight into the admin portal of DDC’s website. 

Narnoo for WordPress Benefits
Narnoo’s WordPress plugin connects DDC’s Narnoo content into their WordPress site. DDC’s  promotional media is contained on 
Narnoo’s global distribution network. Just as WordPress is the CMS for DDC’s website, Narnoo is the media CMS for the Tourism 
Industry.

DDC simply selects and activates Narnoo’s plugin from their site’s admin portal and the plugin installs itself within DDC’s website. 
Now DDC can actively manage their Narnoo content from within their own site’s admin area. 

Narnoo’s plugin has easy to use features that simplify the way DDC displays dynamic image galleries and HD videos on their site. 
The plugin provides all development requirements so DDC does not have to pay for development or hosting costs to display 
engaging multi media on their website. 

Narnoo maintains the development of the plugin and the secure, global hosting of all DDC’s promotional media. This means DDC 
can concentrate on the brand representation and have peace of mind knowing that development is always progressing and files are 
secure, fast and easily accessible. 
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Figure 2. Narnoo.com to WordPress plugin flow.
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01 DDC Website

DDC wants their website to be the 
hub for their brand’s media for all 
their customer’s and agents 
worldwide, whether this media is 
based on high resolution images, 
videos or other media. 

Narnoo provides this support for 
DDC’s brand media. Narnoo’s global 
storage delivers DDC’s files over a 
worldwide network. It 
provides a central point that 
contains all the media that DDC 
use to sell their brand. Continuity of 
DDC’s brand is maintained as the 
media is coming from one location.

02 03

Narnoo is the media distribution platform for the Tourism industry. 
Narnoo connects tourism promotional media to customers, agents, 
wholesalers online partners and tourism bodies.

TV Screens

Online Promotional Partner Sites

Print Media

Figure 3. Narnoo’s product media connect ecosystem.

DDC has a high quality video library 
that they use to promote the center 
at point of sale locations, such as 
their website, visitor information 
centres or even behind DDC’s front 
desk. With so many locations, 
continuity of these videos needs to 
be maintained. 

Narnoo provides this support by 
storing DDC’s HD videos in one 
location. With Narnoo Tools, DDC 
connects these videos from their 
Narnoo account to each of the 
screens in these different locations, 
therefore maintaining brand 
continuity.

DDC promotes their product through 
multiple distribution partners both 
online and off. With so many different 
partners, the act of maintaining them 
all often gets overlooked. 
Creating a website to act as the 
brand hub, means making sure that 
these distribution partners are always 
using the same media shown on 
DDC’s website. 

As Narnoo is the central source for 
DDC’s promotional media. Whenever 
DDC updates their image galleries, 
brochures or videos on their website, 
they are instantly made available to 
these partners. 

DDC TV Screens DDC Partners
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Narnoo’s 
Digital 
Marketing 
Tools

Tourism Digital Tools
Narnoo’s goal is to connect tourism promotional 
media to customers, agents, wholesalers, online 
websites and government bodies. We have created 
a digital toolkit that supports Narnoo and tourism 
operators in achieving this goal. Our cost effective, 
ongoing support and development solution is built 
for the tourism industry.
Based on the modern online requirements of mobile, 
global hosting and ease of use, Narnoo’s tourism 
digital tools are the must have tools for any tourism 
based business.

Narnoo connects 
product media for 
the tourism industry.
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Mobile APP

Mobile APP

Mobile allow operators to 
manage their Narnoo me-
dia from their smart phone 
on the go.

Plugin Development

Plugin Development
Narnoo Plugins for open-
source software reduces 
the time and development 
costs associated with 
integrating Narnoo into 
operator’s websites.

Box Connect APP

Box Connect

Box Connect APP syncs 
tourism operator’s product 
media into TV screens. 
Manage TV screens from 
one central source.

Media CMS

Media CMS

Create agents download 
media portals for opera-
tor’s websites. Download 
on demand the highest 
resolution images, HD 
video videos and PDF 
brochures.

‘Narnoo makes it easy! The Centralised Media Library with its 
distribution possibilities for promotional materials is exciting and 
having a standardised format will save time. The Narnoo/Word 
Press back end website allows the provision of instant 
updates – it’s real time to market. ’
     Shelley Griffths - DDC Marketing Manager

“This form of centralised marketing management is long 
overdue and I commend Narnoo on developing and introducing 
this much needed technology.”
                           Michael Trout - Member for Barron River QLD

“This centralised media library will allow us to promote the most 
up-to-date, high quality images and video in a single, consistant 
manner. This can add value to the services we deliver to 
customers at various distribution points including visitor 
information centres, hotel tour desks and consumer websites.”
        Sam Ferguson - DCM General Manager



Learn more about what Narnoo can do for you.
Visit: www.narnoo.com/
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Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/Narnoocom
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